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Albert Einstein (/ Ëˆ aÉª n s t aÉª n /; German: [ËˆalbÉ›É•Ì¯t ËˆÊ”aÉªnÊƒtaÉªn] ; 14 March 1879 â€“ 18 April
1955) was a German-born theoretical physicist who developed the theory of relativity, one of the two pillars of
modern physics (alongside quantum mechanics).
Albert Einstein - Wikipedia
Special relativity is a theory of the structure of spacetime. It was introduced in Einstein's 1905 paper "On the
Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies" (for the contributions of many other physicists see History of special
relativity).
Theory of relativity - Wikipedia
Albert Einstein: Read about Einstein's astounding theory of relativity and his discovery of the quantum, his
thoughtful philosophy, and his rise above a turbulent life including marriages and exile.
Einstein-Image and Impact. AIP History Center exhibit.
Surprisingly there are not many good videos that explain Einstein's relativity. The following video is a bit
boring and incomplete, but it does make some of the basics clearer than other sites.
SpaceTime, Relativity, Quantum Physics, and Quantum Gravity
Data Does Not Match Special Relativity Time Dilation. IMPORTANT UPDATE:I have started a YouTube
channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfucv1ZRMKTxDO7cuHEf3hQ.
Twin Paradox
Albert Einstein and Religion (The following quotes are taken from The Quotable Einstein, Princeton University
Press unless otherwise noted.
Albert Einstein and Religion - Deism
Get an in-depth look at the life and work of Albert Einstein, undoubtedly one of the most brilliant minds of the
20th century. Taught by Professor Don Howard of the University of Notre Dame, Albert Einstein: Physicist,
Philosopher, Humanitarian examines Einstein's revolutionary innovations in physics, his philosophical
reflections on the ...
Albert Einstein: Physicist, Philosopher, Humanitarian
Robert Geroch's lecture notes on general relativity are unique in three main respects. First, the physics of
general relativity and the mathematics, which describes it, are masterfully intertwined in such a way that both
reinforce each other to facilitate the understanding of the most abstract and subtle issues.
General Relativity: 1972 Lecture Notes (Lecture Notes
The first direct detection of gravitational waves, a phenomenon predicted by Einstein's 1915 general theory of
relativity, was reported by scientists in 2016.
Physicists use Einstein's 'spooky' entanglement to invent
The orbits of two stars, S0-2 and S0-38 located near the Milky Wayâ€™s supermassive black hole will be
used to test Einsteinâ€™s theory of General Relativity and potentially generate new ...
Test of general relativity could potentially generate new
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1 Introduction Spacetime locality is one of the cornerstones in our present understanding of physics. By
locality we mean the impossibility of sending signals faster than the speed of light.
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